SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
FACILITIES DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

ADDENDUM NO. 1-IH

PROJECT: 2018 Interim Housing Relocatables
Claire Lilienthal (Scott Campus) 3-8 School
3630 Divisadero Street
San Francisco, CA 94123

DATE: April 3, 2018

SFUSD NO.: 11852

OWNER: San Francisco Unified School District
135 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

DSA FILE NO.: 38-1

DSA APP. NO.: 01-117435

Notice is hereby given to all prospective bidders that plans and specifications on the subject project are modified as hereinafter set forth. This Addendum shall be attached to and form a part of the plans and specifications. All bidders must acknowledge receipt of this addendum on the Bid Form. In case of difference with previous addenda or communications, this addendum takes precedence.

It is the responsibility of all bidders to notify all subcontractors from whom they request bids and from whom they accept bids of all changes contained in this addendum.

PROJECT MANUAL
N/A

DRAWINGS

1. Item No. AD1-1
   Reference: DRAWING G0.04- ACCESSIBILITY SITE PLAN
   Description: Replace this sheet with the attached sheet G0.04. Only the areas clouded and noted as delta 1 have been revised. These changes, such as the deletion of the accessible stalls and crosswalk, apply to the civil drawings.

2. Item No. AD1-2
   Reference: DRAWING G0.10- ACCESSIBILITY SIGNAGE STANDARDS AND MISC. DETAILS
   Description: Add the clouded part of this sheet to the contract documents.
3. Item No. AD1-3
   Reference: DRAWING A1.01- ENLARGED SITE PLAN
   Description: Replace this sheet with the attached sheet A1.01. Only the areas clouded and noted as delta 1 have been revised. These changes, such as the relocatable layout, apply to the civil drawings.

END OF ADDENDUM ITEMS

ATTACHMENTS:

   Project Manual: N/A

   Drawings:
   G0.03             1 Page
   G0.10             1 Page
   A1.01             1 Page